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INQUIRY INTO THE RENEWABLE HEAT INCENTIVE SCHEME
RHI REF: NOTICE 462 of 2017
DATE: 19th September 2017
_________________________________________________________________________________
Witness statement of: John Mills

I, John Mills, will say as follows:WIT 14700 TO 14703
1. Please explain what the document with the Inquiry bates reference
WIT 14700 to 14703 is:
The document is “first day briefing” on RHI which formed part of the
induction pack, which I received in hard copy prior to my taking up the
post of Director of Energy Division.
2. When did you obtain it?
As far as I can recall, it was given to me by Fiona Hepper in December
2013 at the half day briefing session referred to in paragraph 11 of my
statement dated 13th June 2017 (RHI Ref Notice No. 143 of 2017).
3. From whom did you obtain it?
See above.
4. In what form did you obtain it?
Hard copy. I do not recall having ever had an electronic version of the
induction pack.
5. What was its purpose?
The induction pack provided information relevant to my new position as
Director of Energy Division.
6. The document has internal pagination in the bottom right hand
corner numbered “76” on page WIT 14700 to “79” on WIT 14703.
Was the document with the Inquiry bates reference WIT 14700 to
14703 originally part of a larger document? If so, to what did the
rest of the document relate?
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See answer to 1. above. The contents of the induction pack are described
at paragraph 11 of my statement to the Inquiry.
The induction pack contained the published, hard copy of the Strategic
Energy Framework (SEF) and other documents, probably including the
Energy Division’s existing Business Plan, as well as background
information and lines on Divisional issues. The latter is often referred to
as “First Day Briefing”. The four page document is part of this element of
the induction pack. As far as I can recall, the first 75 pages would have
comprised briefing on Energy Division’s other areas of work, like security
of supply, energy markets, Electricity Market Reform, Common
Arrangements on gas and so on.
7. What did you do with the rest of the larger document?
Over time in my post, I began to disaggregate the induction pack and First
Day Briefing material into topic areas, so Electricity Market Reform
(EMR) briefing ended up with EMR papers, Gas to the West briefing ended
up with papers for that project, and so on. This is the reason I do not have
a copy of the whole pack, or copies of the First Day Briefing for other
areas of work.
I do not believe that the induction pack ever existed as a single electronic
document, although there may have been electronic versions of the
component parts. This is because the induction pack consisted of preexisting documents, as well as documents which were specifically
prepared or updated for inclusion, such as the First Day Briefing.
8. How did you come to still be in possession of the document with the
Inquiry bates reference WIT 14700 to 14703, in order to produce it
to the Inquiry?
When I left Energy Division, I only retained RHI hard copy papers. I have
already provided to the Inquiry the material that I kept pursuant to my
previous Section 21 Notices. The four page document entitled “First Day
Briefing Material” is attached as Annex 6 to my previous statement.
9. Was the document, or the part of the document at WIT 14700 to
14703 stored electronically in DETI (later DfE)? Please explain the
basis for your answer.
Not that I am aware. Despite a number of searches, I have not been able
to locate the First Day Briefing on the TRIM system. I assume that it
existed as an electronic document (or a number of electronic documents)
at some point. However, the need for First Day Briefing arises fairly
frequently and it may be that the document has been updated several
times or replaced since it was given to me.
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10. Did any other document relating to the RHI Scheme form part of
your “First Day Briefing Material”?
WIT 14700 to 14703 represent the material I retained from the first day
briefing part of the induction pack relevant to the RHI scheme. As I
disaggregated the material to their constituent schemes, I believe to the
best of my recollection that these pages represent the totality of material
in the first day briefing part of my induction pack referable to RHI.

Statement of Truth
I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true.

Signed: _____________
_______________________________________________
Dated: _____________19/09/17________________________________________________
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